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F. A. Arbogast, and Lagrange. Still, the high points are all touched on, and that 
is perhaps all that can be expected under the circumstances. 
This book is a translation, but, surprisingly, not of Belhoste's Cauchy, 
1789-1857: Un math~maticien l~gitimiste au XIXe sidcle (Paris: Belin, 1985) as 
was stated by Mathematical Reviews (MR 92a:01062; corrected in MR 92m, errata 
p. xxvi). Mathematical Reviews' error is excusable since nowhere in the present 
volume is the French original (presumably a manuscript) identified except by the 
title "Cauchy, 1789-1857" on the copyright page. Even without seeing the full 
original, one can identify a number of awkward translations: for instance, "princi- 
pal commis" for Cauchy's father's job in the Paris police; "ultra" for Cauchy's 
political views; "derivating" for "differentiating." Some terms are left untrans- 
lated, such as "Universitr" (as though it were self-explanatory in all contexts), 
and there are odd locutions such as "Congregationalist" (for members of the 
Congrrgation de la Sainte Vierge). There are slips in the editing, producing "dis- 
cretely" for "discreetly," and "intervention" for "invention." These are minor 
flaws, but they are distracting. The index is not complete; for instance, looking 
up "Bolzano" locates him twice in the notes, but not in the text (p. 172). 
Nevertheless, I highly recommend this book. Belhoste has made Cauchy and 
his era come vividly alive. His knowledge of French history and mastery of both 
printed and manuscript sources have brought many little-known facts to light, and 
the picture of Cauchy and the motivations for his behavior are well documented 
and convincing. We should be grateful to Belhoste and to the translator and 
publisher for giving the English-speaking mathematical community an up-to-date, 
scholarly, and readable biography of Augustin-Louis Cauchy. 
Les M~thodes rapides pour la trigonom~trie et le rapport precis du cercle (1774). 
Tradition chinoise et apport occidental en math~matiqnes. By Catherine Jami, 
with a foreword by Jacques Gernet. M6moires de l'Institut des Hautes l~tudes 
Chinoises, Vol. XXXII. Paris (Coll~ge de France, Institut des Hautes ]~tudes 
Chinoises). 1990. 230 pp. 
Reviewed by Karine Chemla ~ 
REHSEIS-CNRS, 3 square Bolivar, 75019 Paris Cedex, France 
The book under eview, which is based upon the author's Ph.D. thesis, defended 
in 1985, is devoted to a Chinese mathematical treatise of the 18th century, written 
by Ming Antu, that deals with the development of trigonometrical functions into 
power series. However, this treatise raises questions that concern not only the 
history of this particular field but also the general features of the development of
I am pleased to thank Susanna Scott and Karen Parshall for their help in the preparation of this 
review. 
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mathematics in 18th-century China. In order to tackle such issues, Jami sets the 
stage by discussing the historical and scientific ontext in the years succeeding 
China's new contacts with the West. 
Up until the arrival of the first missionnaries in southern China at the end of the 
16th century, Chinese mathematical treatises do not seem to have made mention of 
any significant contact with the mathematics that had been developing in Europe. 
The Suanfa tongzong (Systematic Treatise on Arithmetic), published in 1592 by 
Cheng Dawei, which can be taken as representative of the state of mathematics in 
China at that time, demonstrates, on the contrary, a remarkable continuity with the 
tradition established around the beginning of the common era with the compilation of 
a classic work, the Jiu zhang suanshu (Nine Chapters on MathematicalProcedures) 
(see [Li & Du 1987, 185-189].) However, Cheng Dawei hardly appears to have been 
aware of many of the achievements made in China during the golden age of the 
Song and Yuan dynasties (1 lth to 14th centuries). For example, although e knew 
of procedures for determining "the" root of algebraic equations and reproduced 
the triangle of binomial coefficients in connection with them, he confessed to not 
understanding them and was totally ignorant of the polynomial algebra once used 
in China to establish such equations. When European missionaries arrived in China, 
a mathematical tradition was therefore alive, even though many of the results devel- 
oped earlier had since been partly or totally forgotten. 
Such was the context within which mathematical concepts and results began 
to be introduced from Europe to China by missionaries, and especially by Jesuit 
missionaries, from the 17th century onward. On finding that the Chinese literati 
were interested in the missionaries' mathematical knowledge, the Jesuit Matteo 
Ricci devised an explicit strategy for converting Chinese scholars by mixing mathe- 
matics and religion, as if they essentially depended on one another. Hence, the 
first Chinese to come into contact with "Western" mathematical knowledge turned 
out to be converts to Christianity. Two specific forms of mathematics among those 
introduced are clearly distinguishable: those contained in Euclid's Elements (the 
first six books in Clavius' version), which had no counterpart in the Chinese 
mathematical tradition; and arithmetical procedures for solving problems for which 
the Chinese had indigenous methods. Whereas the Jesuits apparently despised 
indigenous "Chinese" mathematics, Chinese authors attempted to synthesize 
what appeared to them to be two distinct bodies of mathematical knowledge. 
Their first reaction to the introduction of Western mathematics haracterizes the 
mathematical activity that developed later in China, and Jami shows how this still 
holds true in the case of Ming Antu. 
Later in the 17th century, Chinese scholars went on to apply elements of mathe- 
matical knowledge introduced from the West to new kinds of research. To name 
just one aspect of a more general movement, hey began to show an interest in 
reviving elements of mathematics that had once been developed by their ancestors 
but that either had undergone great changes or existed only in books that could 
no longer be understood. The recovery of the full meaning of these ancient exts 
led them, in more than one case, to an awareness of the fact that some of the 
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mathematical knowledge brought by the Jesuits--and termed "Western" sci- 
ence-had  been known in China prior to the arrival of missionaries. Such was 
the case when Mei Wending, towards the end of the 17th century, inquired into 
the history of a procedure for extracting roots. He first thought hat it was of 
Western origin, but "later," he writes, "having read various books, I started to 
understand that ancient Chinese authors had already described it and that it was 
not the creation of Westerners."2 It is no wonder then, that such discoveries both 
prompted some Chinese scholars to question the Western "identity" of certain 
items of mathematics and happened to support aview, which became increasingly 
held, that Western knowledge had a Chinese origin. The claim was not totally 
unfounded, and, if it may seem to have gained too strong a momentum, one could 
compare this exaggeration to the Jesuits' own excesses in believing in the Western 
origin of such knowledge. Indeed, insofar as root extraction and some numerical 
methods for solving equations are concerned, modern historical scholarship has 
established beyond a doubt that Europe inherited them from the Arabic world. 3 
That the Arabic world had, in turn, gotten them from Asia seems more than 
plausible, but the actual process of transmission needs further clarification. 4 What- 
ever the case may be, the Nine Chapters on Mathematical  Procedures is actually 
the first known document to describe how to extract square and cube roots with 
positional numeration systems and how to get "the root" of a quadratic equation 
using a numerical procedure belonging to the same family as the so-called Ruf- 
fini-Horner method. The "Chinese origin of Western knowledge" still seems to 
be, in these cases, a reasonable question to address. Such a perspective on this 
theory might complement that of Jami, who agrees in seeing in it a "legitimation 
for integrating Western knowledge into the corpus of Chinese learning" (p. 29). 
Ming Antu's own research needs to be seen from this point of view. At the 
beginning of the 18th century, a French Jesuit, P. Jartoux, introduced into China 
certain developments of trigonometric functions into power series. The introduc- 
tion of formulas, seemingly independent ofany mathematical context and without 
any proof, reflects the unsystematic transmission of knowledge that occurred 
2 This passage is quoted in [Martzloff 1982, 102], to which the reader is referred for an account of 
this procedure and of Mei's researches on it. 
3 The case is clear for root extraction. For the case of equations, ee [Rashed 1974]. 
4 One cannot doubt that root extraction procedures found in Arabic documents are historically of 
Indian origin. Yet I argue that two traditions hould be distinguished in Arabic arithmetic, one linked 
with India, the other most probably linked with China. As a matter of fact, Chinese and Indian 
documents contain procedures that are so close that it seems difficult to believe that they were 
elaborated independently of each other. Chinese and Indian procedures do present, however, stable 
differences in the set-up of the procedures that seem to indicate an independent development after a 
possibly early connection. As to procedures for determining the roots of equations uch as those 
found in the writings of Sharafal-din al-Tusi, and hence in Vi6te's work, they present striking similarities 
with those developed in the Chinese tradition, whereas uch procedures do not seem to be present 
in Indian texts. See [Chemla 1992]. 
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through this channel. Indeed, the Jesuits aimed to prove their usefulness to the 
Chinese and, in so doing, to remain on Chinese soil to carry out their religious 
mission; their objective was not to launch a new era of indigenous cientific 
research. Ming Antu undertook his research on these formulas at a time when 
the Jesuits had been almost completely expelled from China and, hence, at a time 
when there was most probably no scientific onnection between China and the 
West. He is thus an interesting representative of the Chinese scholars who under- 
took to conduct heir own research, in complete independence from the West, 
during the 18th century. 
This research activity is characterized by the fact that, as Jami describes with 
great detail in her monograph, Ming Antu brought into play many aspects of the 
Chinese mathematical tradition in order to provide an appropriate context for 
and account of these formulas. His synthesis of the two kinds of mathematical 
knowledge involved elements uch as Euclidean geometry, on the one hand, and 
a Chinese method of root extraction (which Mei Wending presented in the essay 
quoted above), on the other hand. Such a synthesis did not merely aim at bringing 
order into mathematics, but combined elements of various origins in such a way 
that it produced new knowledge. This kind of research, which proved typical of 
the mathematics developed up until the second wave of "Western" mathematics 
swept over China following the Opium Wars in the 19th century, characterized 
scholarly communities in China which were particularly receptive to new 
knowledge. 
Although Ming Antu's work was representative of what was taking place in 
China at the time, the topic he dealt with distinguished his studies in two key 
ways. First, calculus was one of the fields that had not been transmitted atall by 
the Jesuits, in spite of the fact that Leibniz had been in constant contact with 
many of them. The Chinese had to wait until the second half of the 19th century 
to discover the results the West had obtained in this case. It should be interesting 
to determine to what extent research such as that initiated by Ming Antu interfered 
with the reception of calculus into China at that time. Second, in Ming Antu's 
period of activity, only formulas uch as those introduced in previous decades by 
Jartoux reflected what had become, in the meantime, a very active field in Europe. 
The context that Ming Antu provided for these formulas thereby calls for a compar- 
ison with the context from which they came. By confronting the achievements of 
Ming Antu and Newton, Jami concludes that they are independent of one another. 
More generally, the question is raised of an international history of the develop- 
ment of trigonometric functions into power series. We know of the work on such 
topics done in India from the 15th century onward and in Japan from the 18th 
century onward. The global picture of the interactions between all these studies, 
their eventual connection with exchanges in astronomical knowledge, for which 
they were useful, would be highly interesting. From that perspective, Jami's book 
provides an accurate description of a treatise that could play an important part 
in such an--as yet unwritten--history. 
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